From the 1st time I came into contact with Master Chia in 1984 and the students of the Universal
Healing Tao System I was completely impressed with their commitment, understanding and
compression of the Tao and its Way. Over 300 students that I have personally meet and worked with
the Universal Healing Tao practices which has always been a delight and pleasure for me to share my
understandings of the Tao. Their curiosity along with mine moved me to all my Taoist discoveries and
understandings giving me a clear life direction and the motivation to get there.
If any of you have the opportunity and time please read through all my friends and comments of the
Tao through the Universal Healing Tao System in the following 15 pages.
Your Friend in the Tao,
The Professor (Wei Tzu)
Master of Nothingness
The Myth that takes the Mystery out of Mysticism
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Tao Brothers/Students (16)(9 UHT Senior Instructors) (276 Students)
(All Tao Brothers have a certain gentle internal energy that makes them a Tao Brother in 12 yr progression.)

Rat Year (1949):
1) Charles Stuart (04/01/48) (D) <acucharlie@aol.com> (P) (Status Seeker)

(He is a great guy soft & gentle but I lost connect with him after his father died. He is a very serious practitioner as an acupuncturist
with a son.)

2) Barry Spendlove (12/10/48) (S) <baryspendlove@gmail.com>(P) (Tatter)
(Barry is a terrific, kind, sincere person that I spend 2 weeks together with him on our Earthstar pilgrimage through
England (Winnie the Poo’s field), Wales (hillside) & Ireland (Carnes meditation sites) while teaching to his students.)
(UHT Senior Instructor)

Tiger Year (1950):
( P) (Wizard of Oz)
3) Jon Ashley Weston (1/14/51) (S) Marilyn Ruth Ross (12/27/54) (MA) 10/20/88 (CA) 03/15/89
(Who is this guy? Read all the 150 pages & you will know.) (Senior UHT Instructor & Inner Alchemy Instructor)

4) Walter Kellenberger (12/31/50) (S) Jutta (05/11/53) (MA) <waju@gmx.net> (P) (Socialite)
(He is my Tiger brother who is a kind, supportive, honest & gentleman with his snake, wife. I spend a week with them in their 4plex
on the Grand Blue in Spain teaching them Tai Chi III & all the great times we had at Tao Garden with MC’s adventures.)
(UHT Senior Instructor)

Rabbit Year (1951):
(P) (Character)
5) Jampa Mac Stewart (2/20/51)(S) Shanti Dechen(3/8/58) <jampa@healingtaoinstitute.com>

(He is a wonderful, intelligent, sincere, gentle & thoughtful man (excellent Taoist writer) who was my early Taoist HT
instructor & evaluator. We always had fun together the few times we were together.) (UHT Senior Instructor)

Dragon Year (1952):
6) Christo Trautmann (12/31/52) (S) Brenda (08/01/52) <wellness@lifeforce.co.za>(P)(Tough Guy)

(He is a very open, friendly man who is caring & understanding also an excellent practitioner.)

7) Archie King (01/14/53) (S) Marie Angeles (Ling-Ling) (12/22/62) (MA) <ark111@mac.com> (P) (Sage)
(He is born on my birthday 2 years later but does not reminder of myself except from a business end & a serious & quite
side. He married a Tiger Lady finding his inter life very rewarding & satisfying. He is a gentle, generous giving person.)

Snake Year (1953):
8) Masahiro Ouchi (03/06/53) (S) Paula Yablonski (3/5/55) <masahiro@monoint.com> (P) (Hurricane)

(He is a quite, gentle, sincere man who is a tremendous practitioner & generous & caring friend. (UHT Senior Instructor)

9) John Loupos (02/18/53) <jadeforest@comcast.com>

(P) (Favorite Son)

(He is sincere, dedicated, conscientious, serious practitioner & student of the Tao who was one of my early UT
Instructors.)

Ram Year (1955):
10) Bernie Baynard (4/11/55) (S) Marisol Coutan (4/2/60)<enpanta@teleport.com> (P)(Curiouser)

(He is a gentle, kind & serious practitioner who looks like a sage & is a healer & an outdoorsman.)

Monkey Year (1956):
11) Reinoud Eleveld (5/10/56) <reinould@taotrainin.nl>

(He is a quite, giving, kind, strict practitioner who has true integrity & will go far in the higher levels of the Tao.)
(UHT Senior Instructor)

Rooster Year (1957):
12) Walter Beckley (09/11/57) (S) Vanessa (D) <info@radiantliving.com.>
st

(P) (Rabble Rouser)

(My 1 Tao Brother who is kind, gentle & sincere practitioner & dear friend that I did a few Chicago HT workshops with.)
UHT Senior Instructor)

13) Kyle Cline (04/23/57) <kc7210@spiritone.com>

(P) (Reformer)

(He is a sincere, dedicated, honest, serious & giving practitioner & healer with a deep voice & understanding.)

Dog Year (1958):
(P) (Reformer)
14) Andrew Jan (3/15/58) (S) Fiona Robinson (8/3/60) (MA)(1/8/95)<andrewjan@bigpond.com>

(He is a fun loving, loyal dog who is a family man but serious practitioner & professional. I have had great fun with him on trips with
his wife & writing books.)(UHT Senior Instructor)

15) Renato Ravasio (04/30/58) (S) Susanna (Sanna) Lamb (08/18/62) (MA)

(P) (Mr. Nice Guy)

(He is loyal, dedicated, serious practitioner who is a world wind of activity but warm, sensitive & gentle man.) (UHT Senior
Instructor)
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Boar Year (1959):
16) Felix Senn (12/14/59)(S) Susanne Helffenstein (10/2/63)<boarsenn@hotmail.com>(P) (Blithe Spirit)
(I enjoy him the most because he is the life of the party & the happiest & most carefree person I know who is loving, concerned, &
a gentle person. He can work hard but is the best person to have fun being with)(UHT Senior Instructor)

Taoist Masters/Students (3):

Mantak Chia (4/24/44) (P) (Busybody - Monkey),
(What can I say? He is the reason I am practicing the Tao. He is animated, clever, spontaneous, caring, friendly, warm, kind,
curious & compassionate. He has always become my loyal friend because he & I were always on the same page.)

Hyunoong Sumin (1947) (P) ()
(He is a real Taoist sage who lived with the Taoist sages in the Korean mountains for 5 to 10 years who sincere, serious but fun
loving practitioner. He is a Buddhist monk who practices the Tao for health & longevity. I trained with him on & off for 5 years with
Sun Do & herbal remedies)

Li Hechum (07/06/78) (P) (Defeatist - Horse)
(He is a young Taoist master who studied & trained with real Taoist sages in Chinese. He is alert, sincere, honest & open who will
go far with his practices.)

Universal Healing Tao Certifications: (Students: 326)
1. Microcosmic Orbit
(The practice that I could sense the energy with the Inner Smile (feel it), Healing Sounds (cool it down), Chi Self Massage (break it
up) & Microcosmic (move it) & to teach it giving the student that same experience.)

2. Iron Shirt Chi Kung I-II-III
(The most powerful system of Chi Kung to build strength (fascia, tendons & bones) & longevity with grounding & internal air
pressure (IS-I), tendon power (IS-II) & bone marrow (IS-III). I teach with clear structure, understanding & repetition.)

3. Healing Love
(These practices give me a clear understanding of my sexual energy & how to manage it properly in single & dual cultivation with
the Tactical Breathing & Big Draw (Million Dollar Point) which saved me from countless internal & external problems.)

4. Cosmic Cleansing
(This was my key to health & longevity because the most important aspect of health is how well we eliminate what we take in while
leaving the body (organs) open so it has room to function properly with colonics & organ flushes.)

5. Tai Chi Chi Kung I-II-III
(These forms are moving Iron Shirt Chi Kung I & II for rooting (TC-I), discharge (TC-II) & tendon growth (TC-III). They are beautiful,
simple & short forms that are effective creating an energetic vortex that you ascend with in the other realm.)

6. Tan Tien Chi Kung
(These forms build internal strength & force with the Dragon & Tiger breathes in the different (12) Animal postures.)

7. Tao Yin I-II
(These 30 laying down postures open the body up to strength & grow your tendons while calming the body & mind with its simple
breathing techniques.)

8. Fusion I-II-III
(This is the core of all the internal alchemy practices building your composting internal energetic machine to transform your internal
climate, extra sense energy & negative emotions & sending via a energy pill through the Eight Psychic Channels of the body. This
creates an internal energy interstructure to transform the physical body into the spirit body.)

9. Chi Nei Tsang I-II-III
(This is a hand on daily healing practice to open up the body so it can release any energetic blockages & allowing the body enough
room to function properly. It works from the principle of acupressure as you apply pressure with your hand or fingers then releasing
them it releases any energetic or physical blockage over time with daily practice.)

10. Cosmic Healing I-II
(By developing the ability to send energy from your hands through the techniques of Cosmic Chi Kung (Buddha Palm) you can
extend it to the cosmos drawing the cosmic energy down to heal yourself & others by sending it to them.)

11. Lesser Kan & Li (I)
st

(This is the 1 series of formulas for the Immortal Tao by setting the internal energetic steaming machine at the navel to purify your
internal organs, channels & systems in the body while setting up the Energy & Spirit Bodies starting the whole Immortal fetus
process.)

12. Greater Kan & Li (II)
nd

(This is the 2 series of formulas for the Immortal Tao by setting the internal energetic steaming machine at the sternum to purify
your internal organs, channels & systems in the body while connecting the Energy & Spirit Bodies to the North Star & Big Dipper
starting the whole Immortal fetus process with marrying the light.)
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13. Greatest Kan & Li (III)
rd

(This is the 3 series of formulas for the Immortal Tao by setting the internal energetic steaming machine at the heart to purify your
internal organs, channels & systems in the body while opening the heart in the Energy & Spirit Bodies starting the whole Immortal
fetus process by giving birth to your Immortal fetus.)

14. Sealing of the Five Senses (Darkness Retreat - 10 Weeks)
th

(2/06/2001-3/01/2003)

((This is the 4 series of formulas for the Immortal Tao by setting the internal energetic steaming machine at the crystal room to
purify your internal organs, channels & systems in the body while aligning the Energy & Spirit Bodies to the cosmos connecting
Immortal fetus to the cosmos by drawing the right & left brains together creating no consciousness -a blank.)

Students/Instructors/Taoist Friends (202):
1) Joe Schober

(He was a great guy (heavy) that I first meet at MC Big Indian Retreat who was very intelligent & introspective. He was trying to
connect with Lucie from Canada & did (she had no money) but made the Woman’s flyer famous.)

2) Lucie Bissonnette
(She was a young gal from Canada who connected with Joe (heavyset guy) because needed a sponsor & he was willing.)

3) Kathy Corbo
(She came to the early Summer Retreats but never did the teachings then disappeared.)

4) Karl Danskin
(He was an artist type from San Fran who was a dedicated practitioner & later came to TG for training.)

5) Kim Da Silva
(He was the Reflexologist from Germany who corrected my lower back pain at TG from my Marilyn attack 10 years before.)

6) Mark Caldwell
(He was from England who organized MC Workshop there in the beginning & came to the Summer Retreats then too.)

7) Michael Cornelius
(He was a guy from Philly & was a very curious practitioner that I connected with at the Summer Retreats.)

8) Ray Korn
(He was a guy from Philly & was a very interesting practitioner that I connected with at the Summer Retreats.)

9) Petra Huber
(She was from German & was a dedicated practitioner that I connected with at the Summer Retreats.)

10) Martin Poechmuller
(He was an interesting practitioner from Switzerland but living in NY that I connected with at the Summer Retreats.)

11) Michael Posner
(He was a dedicated practitioner with his wife, Lois from Huntington, NY where MC was living dedicated practitioner that I
connected with at the Summer Retreats.)

12) Lois Posner
(She was a dedicated practitioner from Huntington, NY where MC was living dedicated practitioner that I connected with at the
Summer Retreats.)
13) Judith Poole (08/09/43) (P) Opportunist - (W)Ram (C) 4 of Diamonds
(She was a piece of work from MA who was always complaining & causing complications at the Summer Retreats.)
14) Susan McMackin (04/24/52) (P) Rock of Gibraltar - (W)Dragon (C) 10 of Clubs
(She was a psychologist from MA who was the best female UHT instructor that I ever trained with at the Summer Retreats & her
workshop in MA with John Loupos who then boyfriend. She also a babysitter for Dr. Ford (my best HC professor).)
15) Dorothy Ramien (05/17/47) (P) Reformer - (F)Boar (C) 2 of Diamonds
(She was a Canadian instructor who studied with Gillis Marin (CNT) & had Summer Retreat laughing buddy, Michele Juin.)
16) Jimmy Cappeliano (04/13/45) (P) Fortune Hunter - (Wo)Rooster (C) 8 of Diamonds
(He was an ex-con (gangster) from MA who learned the practices in jail & continues to assist inmate with the Taoist practices. I
later helped him send some of my Taoist books to the inmates.)

17) Kathy Pearson
(She was dedicated practitioner from MN who later came to TG to assist in the teaching there.)
18) Dennis Furry (03/07/53) (P) Philosopher- (W)Snake(C) 3 of Spades
(He was dedicated practitioner from NH who was a practicing Buddha & an interesting guy at the Summer Retreats.)

19) Loretta Robb
(She was a dedicated practitioner from CN who helped put together the NAIA that I connected with at Summer Retreats.)

20) Jan Lorck
(He was a dedicated practitioner from German who living in CO & friends with Michael Hamilton that left his body consciously the
same time I did in the Greater Kan & Li Retreat week that I connected with at the Summer Retreat.)
21) Clare Young (04/05/48) (P) Visionary - (E)Rat (C) 3 of Spades
(She was a dedicated practitioner from San Fran & friends with Marcia Kerwit that I connected with at Summer Retreats.)
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22) Jaimi Boyden
(She was a dedicated practitioner from MA that I connected with at the Summer Retreats.)

23) Wellington Lee
(He was a dedicated practitioner from NYC (Chinese) that I connected with at the Summer Retreats.)

24) Boris Kasansky
(He was a dedicated practitioner from Russia living in NYC that I connected with at the Summer Retreats.)

25) Dennis Lewis
(He was a retire stock investor from SF that I put on a workshop with there after meeting him at the Summer Retreat & later came
to TG but was afraid to buy a unit there then wrote a series of healing books.)

26) Leonard Han
(He was a Chinese martial artist from San Fran who finally got his Tai Chi certification.)

27) Larry Tupper
He was a funny guy from MA who helped out at the Summer Retreats.)

28) Jerry Gelb
(He was a friend (Jewish) of mine at the Summer Retreat from NYC that I had a lot of laughs with but disappeared.)

29) Crystal Marshall
(She was a dedicated practitioner from Chicago with Walter Beckley that I connected with at the Summer Retreats.)
30) Carol Kresge (02/17/51) (P) Stiff Upper Lip - (M)Rabbit (C) 8 of Diamonds
(She was a dedicated practitioner from MN that I connected with at the Summer Retreats who bought TG unit then sold.)
31) Raven Cohan (08/20/46) (P) Con Artist - (F)Dog (C) 6 of Clubs
(She was a dedicated practitioner & masseur from CN retired in Florida where she sponsors MC WS there over the years.)

32)

Tony Wong
(He was a dedicated practitioner from Toronto where he earlier sponsored MC WS there & later disappeared.)

33) Richard Bitner
(He was a dedicated, serious practitioner from Toronto living in MX where he teaches & helped sponsor MC WS there.)
34) Jaya Ward (05/14/66) (P) Shrinking Violet - (F)Horse (C) 5 of Diamonds
(She was a dedicated practitioner & masseur from NY living in Switerzland with then boyfriend, Renato Ravasio.)

35) David Twicken
(He was a dedicated, serious practitioner from LA where he teaches & earlier helped sponsor MC WS there.)

36) Reginald Cann
(He was a dedicated, serious practitioner & martial artist from CA where he teaches that I connected with at the Retreats.)

37)

Robin Bayard
(She was a dedicated, serious practitioner from OR with Bernie at the time where she taught & went a trip with us to Cyprus
connecting with healer sage, Dauscalaus.)
38) Linda Berry (07/07/52) (P) Cobra - (W)Dragon (C) 8 of Diamonds
(She was a dedicated, serious practitioner from CA that I connected with at the Summer Retreats.)
39) Jonathon Altman (09/08/46) (P) Scientist - (F)Dog (C) 3 of Diamonds
(He was am interesting practitioner from CA that connected with at the Summer Retreats.)
40) Jim Goohs (12/11/54) (P) Deep Thinker- (Wo)Horse (C) 7 of Clubs
(He was an interesting practitioner from MI living in AZ that I met in MI & connected later with at the Summer Retreats.)

41) Ruth Carter
(She was a dedicated, serious practitioner from AZ that I connected with at the Summer Retreats.)
42) Claude Saks (03/01/37) (P) Hurricane - (F)Buffalo (C) 9 of Spades
(He (NY Jew) was one of the most self-possessed people I have ever met in my life & our journey started together at the Summer
Retreat & visiting him at his Long Island waterfront mansion with a dark blue pool when I joined him on his spiritual adventure to
Tibet ($7,000) & ended with our squaring off in Katmandu when he did not get the Tibetan visas on time then it was rough from
there (3 weeks in Tibet) but I survived barely. He never taught already making his retirement from a Coffee Supplier NY family
business then later moved to NM nearly Juan Li to another mansion before he died of a heart attack.)

43) Peter Wayne
(He was a sweet, quiet, serious practitioner from MA that I met & connected with at the Summer Retreats.)

44) Robert Woodbine
(He was an interesting practitioner (Black Actor) from NH that I connected with at the Summer Retreats & later married Barbara
Peter at TG against MC wishes knowing it would end in divorce & it did after they moved to OR.)
45) Lars Fenske (08/19/62) (P) Showman - (W)Tiger (C) 7 of Clubs
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(He was a great guy that I met in Sedona, AZ at Winn Retreat & we were the weekend chefs preparing the meals for reduction on
our tuition. We had a lot of laughs together seeing the stupidity & arrogance of the Senior Instructors & HT. He was from Canada
married to Shanti Dechen then divorced who later married Jampa & he disappeared.)
46) B.J. Santeire (08/11/59-11/13/99) (P) Opportunist - (E)Boar (C) 2 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated, serious practitioner before being involved with the gay community (several partners getting aids) which lead
him to the Tao. He helped out at the Summer Retreats & Florida MC WS. The practices helped him recover but he was hospital &
medical bills put him in unrecoverable debt & hell so he went back to his community & died into a few years.
47) Josefine Reimig (11/12/49) (P) Magnificent Obsession - (E)Buffalo (C) 8 of Clubs
(She was a dedicated, serious practitioner & masseuse from Berlin who befriended Felix & me at the Summer Retreat & sponsored
MC Berlin WS where she teaches. I stay with her & her long, blonde daughter, Marie (from ex-basketball husband who went to a
MN HS as an exchange student-good English), which she made a move on me but I was interested in her daughter who was too
young to be interested in me. She later disappeared after coming to TG.)
48) Maria Salsi (06/12/62) (P) Mediator - (W)Tiger (C) 5 of Diamonds
(She was from Italian with her husband & was very good & sincere in her practices.)
49) Josef (Cosmo) Recker (11/09/31)(P) Extremist - (M)Ram (C) Jack of Clubs
(He was a real trip being a defrocked Catholic priest with all of his emotional problems & sexual adolescence but I worked with him
in spite of himself with Tai Chi & Bone Marrow who retired to Alaska after living in CA where we did a trip together at a nudist
colony, Harbin, CA which was a very strange weekend especially with me but I survived. )
50) Dennis O’Connor (07/14/63) (P) Well Stocked Cupboard - (W)Rabbit (C) Ace of Diamonds
st
(He was a dedicated, serious practitioner that roomed with me in the 1 Darkness Retreat at TG for 3 weeks as a fill in for Felix. I
knew from instructor training but as we talked in the dark I discovered he was gay from NY colony but we got along well & I found
similarities in his life to mine accept to a few different turns (his mother did not protect him from his father’s beatings mine did so he
escaped to NY into dance & a gay lifestyle from NC & straight Irish background). When we came into the light it all change; he was
gay & I was straight so he disappeared back to the gays.)
51) Ziva Moyal (05/16/44) (P) Shrinking Violet - (Wo)Monkey (C) 3 of Diamonds
(She was a dedicated, serious practitioner from NY (Jewish Israeli) with her husband, Peter (Tiger) who said we could never find a
publisher to print our book system & pay us, MC & I look at each other & said watch us (Innertraditions-2002). She did some
teaching & was very astute in her understanding working MC’s ex-wife.)
52) Robert Wall (10/30/54) (P) Forerunner - (Wo)Horse (C) 5 of Hearts
(He was an interesting practitioner from NH that I connected with at the Summer Retreats & later was the president of the NAHTA
helping to develop the market & promotion of the Instructors but failed & disappeared.)
53) Bryan Bertsch (09/14/72) (P) Cockeyed Optimist - (W)Rat (C) 10 of Clubs
(He was a dedicated, simple, serious practitioner from MN (Sarina’s student) that I trained for his certification who said he wanted
get us a contact for a publisher & he did (IT) through his persistence, now is trying to get MC on Oprah & Larry King)
54) Rhonda Struble (06/17/61) (P) Extremist - (M)Buffalo (C) King of Clubs
(She was a dedicated, serious practitioner (student of mine & she made a run at me) who left her automotive rep to become a
Taoist full time & UHT instructor taking the training that summer but she would sell her condo, which made it impossible to live on
nothing. She become bitter about the whole situation & went to a MN Chinese Medicine School to get certification. Later opened
up her healing clinical in MI after getting married & have a baby. She is still an active Taoist her way.
55) Urusla Eireiner (11/30/39) (P) Show Off - (E)Rabbit (C) 3 of Hearts
(She was a dedicated, related practitioner from Holland who was an exhibitionist (sun bathed naked at the retreats) which her & I
connected on but she was very open & honest with life & life’s realities.
56) John Pipper (03/22/42-03/01/2003) (P) Fast Talker - (W)Horse (C) Ace of Diamonds
(He was a wonderful man & serious practitioner from Holland that was one of my trainees at TG who later passed away.)

57) Harumi Williams
(She was a delightful woman & serious practitioner from Hawaii living in Ohio who became a TG owner & student of mine.)
58) Marie-France Collin (10/25/49) (P) Forerunner - (E)Buffalo (C) 10 of Hearts
(She was a pleasant woman & serious practitioner from France living in Honk Kong that was a trainee of mine at TG.)
59) Jed Starman (11/28/50) (P) Deep Thinker - (M)Tiger (C) 5 of Hearts
(He was a curious practitioner (Walter Beckley’s student) from IL who became involved with the NAHTA as its president.)
60) Jennifer Lee (03/25/65) (P) Status Seeker - (Wo)Snake (C) Jack of Clubs
(She was a charming woman & serious practitioner from Honk Kong living in Berlin with her boyfriend, Michael Marx.)

61) Steve Robinson
(He was a pleasant guy & serious practitioner from CA that was one of my trainees at TG & disappeared.)
62) Ely Britto (07/06/47) (P) Zealot - (F)Boar (C) 9 of Diamonds
(She was a crazy woman but serious practitioner from Brazil who tried to help Ute (roommate) at TG instructor training get back
together with me which ended in disaster & her relationship with the MC’s ex-wife, Maneewan.)
63) Aurelia Haiu (07/04/68) (P) Cobra - (E)Monkey (C) Jack of Diamonds
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(She was a real cobra & manipulative controller from Romania for MC workshop & books, which never happened after she got the
contracts. She came to Moscow for my workshop & asked me to have sex with her, it did not happen but she caught up with me in
the Darkness Retreat 1 year later (I didnt see thing). She finally disappeared but is on my hotmail ad account.)
65) Kyle Grimshaw-Jones (02/05/73) (P) Favorite Son - (W)Buffalo (C) 7 of Spades
(He was a great guy, serious practitioner & hydrotherapy healer (German certification) from Australia that was one of my trainees at
st
TG who was my 1 visitor on my mountain as he was traveling across the US & later disappeared.)
66) Jorva Hamilton (08/14/45) (P) Opportunist - (Wo)Rooster (C) Queen of Clubs
(She was a clever, curious woman & serious practitioner from Malaysia with her husband brought a unit at TG & was one of my
trainees at TG who is still there practicing & teaches the system.)
67) Dogmar Heidreder (05/09/68) (P) Mr. Nice Guy - (E)Monkey (C) 10 of Diamonds
(She was a strong woman & serious practitioner from Germany who was attractive & made a run at me but she was one of my
trainees at TG & I did not touch her so she disappeared.)
68) Ricardo Garcia Ramos (10/10/73) (P) Rabble Rouser - Buffalo (C) Queen of Clubs
(He was a great guy, martial artist (Gracie Brothers graveling) & serious practitioner from MX that was one of my trainees at TG. I
went to his MX hometown to teach a successful workshop with his wife later & then he disappeared.)
69) Michele Juin (05/08/58) (P) Worrywart - (E)Dog (C) Jack of Diamonds
(She was a good friend & serious practitioner for her health (brain tumor) from MX that I work with her on CNT & later she was one
of my trainees at TG who was a kind, enthusiastic, gentle mother & Taoist that went back to her family in MX.
70) Susan Bradford (08/06/51) (P) Crowd Pleaser - (M)Rabbit (C) 7 of Diamonds
(She was a pleasant, respectful, serious practitioner from Toronto with her friend, Barbara Kerslake who help put on MC Toronto
WS & was one of my trainees at TG who is still there practicing & teaches the system.)
71) Martin Zwicky (10/17/62) (P) Intellectual - (W)Tiger (C) 5 of Clubs
(He was a wonderful guy & serious practitioner from Switerzland (computer analyst) that was one of my trainees at TG & bought
Townhouse 1 from me who still is practicing & visiting TG.)
72) Nik Stucky (1961) (P) - (M)Buffalo
(What a nutty, stubborn board she was looking for a husband living on her disability from an earlier arm accident from her childhood
(I even got her certification in Tai Chi with her one arm). I would stay with her when MC & I toured Switzerland at her farm
apartment until she took me on a horse ride in the Alps as was in a pony buggy. The pony went nuts & run me into the woods &
down the mountain; I jump out hitting a tree before the buggy crashed. I was almost killed (it was fault) & never saw her again (I
even left the leather jacket she gave years before in the airport lobby having nothing to do with her again) after I recovered from the
fall at the WS.)
73) Dieter Reinhard (04/12/61) (P) Visionary - (M)Buffalo (C) 9 of Diamonds
(He was an inquisitive, pleasant guy & serious practitioner from Switzerland that was one of my trainees at TG & saw him continue
at the Europe tour but eventually disappeared.)
74) Susanne Helffenstein (10/02/63) (P) Rabble Rouser - (W)Rabbit (C) 7 of Diamonds
(She was Felix‘s Taoist German wife & a prison consultant who eventually became an instructor & was very professional when she
st
did passing all the 1 Level certifications. When I traveled to Europe teaching with MC & stay a few days with Felix she charged
me for the stay so then I knew the marriage would not last (8 years) & did not ending in 2008.)
75) Maitreyi Piontek (05/06/51) (P) Rock of Gibraltar - (M)Rabbit (C) King of Diamonds
(She was a clever, curious woman & serious practitioner from Switzerland who hassled men for favors but she become a Taoist
writer & author with her own Female Healing Love book in German & was one of my trainees at TG.
76) Fiona Robinson (08/03/60) (P) Adventurer - (M)Rat (C) 10 of Diamonds
(She was a gentle, kind, curious & talented woman & serious practitioner with her background in yoga & nursing (NR) from
Australia with her husband & good bubby, Dr. Andrew Jan that I married at TG (1995) & fellow Tao Brother.)
77) Ling-Ling King (12/22/62) (P) Fighter - (W)Tiger (C) 9 of Hearts
(She was a fiery, gentile, curious & talented woman & serious practitioner from the Philippines with her husband & good bubby,
Archie King & fellow Tao Brother. I taught them the Healing Love practices & assisted in their communication skills.)
78) Martin Hug (10/1/37) (P) Social Worker - (F)Buffalo (C) 8 of Diamonds
st
(He was a pleasant, businessman & 1 MC WS organizer from Switzerland that I work with there. I stay with him & his wife,
Andrea there for the WS & they were very nice to me supporting the Healing Tao & later moved to India as tour organizer.)

79) Andrea Fuchs
(She was also very pleasant & sincere practitioner from Switzerland with her husband, Martin Hug that I continued to see during the
early years of the Europe tour but eventually disappeared to India & other eastern practices.)
80) Marisol Coutan (04/02/60) (P) Fast Talker - (M)Rat (C) 6 of Spades
(She was a fiery, gentile, curious & talented businesswoman & serious practitioner from the France with her husband, Bernie
Bayard & fellow Tao Brother that I married at TG (1997). She later moved to Portland with her son & Bernard where he lived. They
study (Spain) & work together in their healing practices (herbs & homeopathy remedies) but never call me.)
81) Lisbeth Cavegn (10/6/44) (P) Intellectual - (Wo)Monkey (C) 3 of Diamonds
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(She was very pleasant, gracious, professional & sincere practitioner from Switzerland that took over the MC WS from Martin Hug
in Zurich that was always very generous & supportive to me & UHT activities helping Master Chia.)
82) Silvano Beffa (12/21/35) (P) Crusader - (Wo)Boar (C) 10 of Hearts
(He was a pleasant, friendly & generous practitioner from Switzerland that I trained at TG Instructor Retreat who I saw during our
European tour in Zurich.
83) Bjoern Westin (03/29/62) (P) Status Seeker - (W)Tiger (C) 7 of Clubs
(He was a young successful businessman from Sweden & serious practitioner that was one of my trainees at TG & saw him
continue at the Europe tour but eventually disappeared.)
84) Phillippe Thorell Vandenabeele (03/09/65) (P) Artful Dodger - (Wo)Snake (C) Ace of Spades
(He was a young organizer from Sweden & serious practitioner that was one of my trainees at TG & saw him as he sponsored MC
st
WS 1 Swedish workshop in Stockholm. He later worked with David Shen before disappearing.)
85) Alexander Valles (07/02/52) (P) Cobra - (W)Dragon (C) King of Diamonds
(He was a crazy, disorganized but pleasant Spanish businessman who organized for MC in Barcelona & Mexico City that were a
success but caused too much disharmony that eventually ended & one of my trainees at TG before he disappeared.)
86) Gordon Faulkner (09/01/51)(P) Critic- (M)Rabbit (C) 10 of Diamonds
st
(He was a heavy professional martial artist in Hsing I & serious practitioner who was MC 1 WS organizer in England from
Scotland. I saw him throughout our European Tour over the years until he disappeared.)
87) Maria Faulkner 10/11/52 (P) Personality Kid - (W)Dragon (C) Jack of Clubs
(She was a piece of work (over bearing) & only become an instructor to control her husband, Gordon & disappeared.)
88) Adrian Cranta (07/12/68 (P) Zealot - (E)Monkey (C) 3 of Diamonds
st
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner who was MC 1 WS organizer in Romanian after he & his wife, Carmen pestered me for
1 year for MC to come even though he did not want to do it & has been coming back for 10 years now.)
89) Carmen Cranta (07/26/73) (P) Con Artist - (Wo)Buffalo (C) 2 of Clubs
(She was a piece of work (stupid & stubborn) but an effective practitioner that I did a Romanian WS with her & her husband, Adrian
which was fine accept living with them in their small apartment then arguing with her about WS payment. She even called MC
stating I said that after practicing the Tao you realize there is no god & you take responsibility for your spirituality.)
90) Laurens Vehmeijer (10/27/50) (P) Leader - (M)Tiger (C) 8 of Hearts
(He was my Tiger brother & friend who help me ($20,000 for teaching his NE associates for his business in Holland for gave the
critical payment on my mountain) & TG when he donated $145,000 to TG to finish the building (Ba Shen) & saving the resort (last
time saw him was in Alaska). He authored a book but lost his stock company & had to sell his T-13 then got serious ill (lungs) &
divorced but he came back to TG & is now doing his practice & running his consulting business.)
91) Roland Vergeer (01/20/55) (P) Sage - (Wo)Horse (C) 7 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner who was Laurens’s NE business partner but was getting too much salary & they parted.
He teamed up with Reinoud Eleveld (Tao Brother) to teach the Tao after getting divorced then disappeared.
92) Inge Maassen (07/18/51) (P) Inferiority Complex - (M)Rabbit (C) 10 of Clubs
(She was a kind woman & serious practitioner from Holland who was developing from teaching as she was one of my trainees at
TG before she disappeared.)
93) Joost Kuitenbrouwer (08/05/32) (P) Moralist - (W)Monkey (C) 8 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated, curious, fun loving practitioner from Holland who was like a wandering Taoist with no boundaries.)
94) Hans de Boer (02/20/48 (P) Settler - (E)Rat (C) 5 of Diamonds
(He was a kind, gentle, dedicated & serious practitioner to his wife, Dien & the Tao who one of my TG trainees.)
95) Dien de Boer (08/14/44) (P) Stout Hearted Man - (Wo)Monkey (C) Queen of Clubs
(She was a strong, intelligent woman (Harvard) & serious practitioner from Holland (On many Corp Boards $75,000) who loved her
family having bought T-10 then property behind TG for her family before she got liver cancer. I helped her with her Tai Chi
certificate & she helped me with my childhood emotional body (father’s beatings). She is still going but at the end.)
96) Demitri de Boer (03/25/76) (P) Pioneer- (F)Dragon (C) Jack of Clubs
st
(He was the 1 person I met at TG (12/1994) as he came there to be Taoist at the age of 16 from Holland. He later befriended Sak
& his family (lived with them learning Thai) & became our youngest instructor (wonderful cheerful guy). He helped set up his
mother’s (Dien) land behind TG then became a business in China while starting a Chinese family there.)
97) Stefano Turci (10/07/62) (P) Social Climber- (W)Tiger(C) 2 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated, strong, serious practitioner from Italy who had an enthusiasm for the Tao & one of my trainees at TG.)
98) Moritz Heineman (08/20/70) (P) Showman - (M)Dog (C) 6 of Clubs
(He was a quite, dedicated & serious practitioner from Italy who was Shen’s friend & my TG trainees before disappearing.)
99) Sabina Wedmann (06/06/64) (P) Troublemaker - (Wo)Dragon (C) Jack of Diamonds
(She was a strong woman & serious practitioner from Germany who was attractive & made a run at me but she was one of my
trainees at TG & I did not touch her so she disappeared.)
100) Dayne Wells (03/06/36) (P) Perfectionist - (F)Rat (C) 4 of Spades
(He was a real, nice older man who loved the Taoist practices & was sincere in his practices from CA.)
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101) Marc Westaway (06/22/64) (P) Romantic - (Wo)Dragon (C) 8 of Clubs
(He was a real strange guy who was a doctor & dedicated, serious practitioner from Australia. He had a mother problem (lived with
her & devoted to her) & one of my trainees at TG. Later teamed with Bob McKey in business then disappeared.)
102) Tim Wheeler (07/31/49) (P) Opportunist - (E)Buffalo (C) 10 of Hearts
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from MN who was Sarina Stone’s student & one of my trainees at TG.)
103) Nadia Volf (12/01/61) (P) Worldly Wise - (M)Buffalo (C) 4 of Diamonds
(She was a strong woman & serious practitioner from Germany who was one of my trainees at TG before she disappeared.)
104) James Tyndale-Biscoe (08/12/40) (P) Adventurer - (M)Dragon (C) 2 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from CA who had an enthusiasm for the Tao after his wife die & a trainee at TG.)
105) Adoshi Van Dorresteijn (09/06/55) (P) Old Faithful - (Wo)Ram (C) 5 of Diamonds
(He was a piece of work with all his conniving to live at TG for free & drove us nuts with all his shenanigans from planting TG with
herbs everywhere, building a hut to live permanently on the back pond, hitting Walter in the month after a heated discussion &
squaring off with MC. He dedicated practitioner (Healing Love from Puna, India training looking for women to practice with) from
Holland & one of my trainees at TG eventually disappeared after selling his work study condo.)
106) Frank Van Opstal (02/22/50) (P) Artist - (M)Tiger (C) 3 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner & martial artist from Holland & one of my personal students & trainees at TG.)
107) Roberto Vassallo (11/13/57) (P) Magnificent Obsession - (F)Rooster (C) 7 of Clubs
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Italy who had an enthusiasm for the Tao & one of my trainees at TG.)
108) Trudi Strauss (10/01/42) (P) Diplomat - (W)Horse (C) 8 of Diamonds
(She was a strong, hardy woman & serious practitioner from Switzerland who bought a TG condo from me &was one of my
trainees at TG that I have not seen in years.)
109) Dietlind Stammler (07/02/49) (P) Organizational Man - (E)Buffalo (C) King of Diamonds
(She was a strong, stubborn, difficult woman & serious practitioner from Germany who just did not fit in with anyone & was
disappointed with the TG as retreat center for higher level after buying a condo & left to India for ashram.)
110) Bastiann Anink (09/23/65) (P) Critic - (F)Snake (C) Ace of Clubs
(He was a dedicated, strong, serious practitioner (Tai Chi) from Holland & son of Annette Derskins who was disappointment with
MC & the professionalism of TG & the system but was one of my trainees at TG & left the system.)
111) Eva Baumguriner (12/25/50) (P) Tough Guy - (M)Tiger (C) 6 of Hearts
(She was a gentlewoman & serious practitioner from Germany who was one of my trainees at TG & later disappeared.)
112) Simone Dell’Orto (01/29/69) (P) Stiff Upper Lip - (E)Monkey (C) Jack of Clubs
(He was a dedicated, serious practitioner from Italy & Gianni’ son while being one of my trainees at TG then disappeared.)
113) Sonja Blattner (06/30/75) (P) Holier than Thou - (Wo)Rabbit (C) King of Hearts
(She was a strong & serious practitioner from Germany who was one of my trainees at TG & later disappeared.)
114) Alessandro Maturo (01/03/75) (P) Socialite - (Wo)Tiger (C) Jack of Spades
(He was a dedicated, strong, serious practitioner from Italy who had an enthusiasm for the Tao. He was a Tiger that I sold a TG
condo to giving me a lot of laughs & one of my trainees at TG.)
115) Udo Treide (12/01/39) (P) Show Off - (E)Rabbit (C) 4 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated, strong, serious practitioner from Germany who was Ute’s instructor & Berlin MC WS organizer & one of my
trainees at TG. He later retired from his government job but still visits TG with Germany groups.)
116) Jason Appel (01/04/73) (P) Sage - (W)Rat (C) 10 of Spades
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from MI who was one of my earlier students but was a drug & alcohol addict that I got
TG job for him as their Sprout man but the drugs got him then 10 years later I did it again but the alcohol got him & one of my
trainees at TG. He left again in disgrace back to the states again as a big disappointment to me & many others.)

117) Harold Roeder
(He was a dedicated, serious practitioner from Germany who was one of my trainees at TG & big European WS supporters.)

118) Thomas Meewes (09/04/60) (P) Good Samaritan - (M)Rat (C) 7 of Diamonds
(He was a kind, sincere, dedicated & serious practitioner from Germany who was one of my trainees at TG.)

119) Ernest Petker (01/23/63) (P) Nonconformist - (W)Tiger (C) 4 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated, strong, serious Tiger practitioner (martial artist) from Germany who was one of my personal student &
trainees at TG where I sold him a condo. He still comes to TG with Germany groups.)
120) Michael Marx (06/06/61) (P) Speed Demon - (M)Buffalo (C) Jack of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Germany who is the Berlin MC WS organizer & one of my trainees at TG.)
121) Lee Henn (09/23/33) (P) Sly Fox - (W)Rooster(C) Ace of Clubs
(She was a strong woman & serious practitioner from Cleveland who was a wandering Taoist travel to Chinese seeking higher level
practice & Taoist sages. She was one of my trainees at TG before she disappeared.) .)
122) Thomas Hicklin (06/19/61) (P) Nitpicker - (M)Buffalo (C) Jack of Clubs
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Switzerland who was a metal artist with dad & one of my trainees at TG.)
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123) Mickael Hoij (08/06/56) (P) Extremist - (F)Monkey (C) 7 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Denmark who was an herbalist worked his way cleverly into TG with his herb
business under his shared TG T-16 & my trainee at TG. Later he got into car accident (head) & left him a vegetable.)
124) Julia Jus (11/10/49) (P) Extremist - (E)Buffalo (C) 10 of Clubs
(She was involved in the beginning of TG but her husband from India die & she ended up in Chiang Mai raising her 2 kids by giving
colonics. She was Jewish & was only interested in the money but there was not any in the Tao & did colonics,)
125) Clemens Kasa (06/27/68) (P) Protector - (E)Monkey (C) 3 of Clubs
(He was a dedicated, frail, serious practitioner from Austria who set up MC brainwave testing & bought 2 TG condos then after
many disagreements sold them over many years before disappearing & he was one of my trainees at TG.)
126) Karinna Kittles (10/28/69) (P) Salesman - (E)Rooster (C) 7 of Hearts
(She was a strong, persistent woman & serious practitioner from Austria, Clemens’ wife who was my trainees at TG.)
127) Mary Lou Dinichert (03/02/52) (P) Artful Dodger - (W)Dragon (C) 8 of Spades
st
(She was a strong, determined woman & serious practitioner from Switzerland who was one of 1 TG owners & driving forces of
TG along with being MC’s friend & one of my trainees at TG. Then she had many affairs with other owners, Colin Campbell &
Wilbert Wils before leaving back to Switzerland selling her unit years later & disappearing.)
128) Ratana Kitvoravat (11/01/38) (P) Power Seeker - (E)Tiger (C) 6 of Diamonds
(She was a strong, determined woman from Thailand living in NYC running an import/export Thai business (silk & handcrafts).
There were many battles about her TG T8 unit as she was friends with MC’s ex-wife & my trainee at TG.)
129) Floria Najafi (09/16/50) (P) Sly Fox - (M)Tiger (C) 8 of Clubs
(She was another Tiger Lady & serious practitioner from MX who did what she wanted when she wanted to disregarding anything
anyone said. I knew her inside out selling her a TG condo and she was one of my trainees at TG.)
130) Edda Mollau (10/09/44) (P) Diplomat - (Wo)Monkey (C) King of Clubs
(She was a sincere & serious practitioner from Germany who was one of my trainees at TG before she disappeared.)
131) Karin Mollau (10/09/44) (P) Diplomat - (Wo)Monkey (C) King of Clubs
(She was a serious practitioner with her twin sister from GE who was one of my trainees at TG before she disappeared.)
132) Jette Brink (01/17/67) (P) Busy Beaver- (F)Horse (C) 10 of Diamonds
(She was a strong woman & serious practitioner from Sweden who was one of my trainees at TG & she disappeared.)
133) Reginald Cann (10/9/64) (P) Libertarian - (Wo)Dragon (C) King of Clubs
(He was a dedicated, strong, serious practitioner (martial arts) from CA who was 1 of my trainees at TG then disappeared.)
134) Choy Ka Wah (05/02/49) (P) Accommodator - (E)Buffalo (C) 4 of Spades
(She was a strong, kind woman & serious practitioner from Holland who was Annette Derskins’s student & one of my trainees at
TG. She assisted Annette with my Amsterdam MC WS & her school there.)

135) Rudi Kitzing
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Germany who was one of my trainees at TG & reconnected me to Ute.)
136) Christoph Halbe (04/13/25) (P) Curiouser - (Wo)Buffalo (C) 8 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated, strong, intelligence practitioner & lawyer from Hamburg who loaned MC over $100,000 for the TG &
converted some of it into TG condo. He was a wounded German WWII veteran (arm & leg missing) & my trainee at TG.)

137) Christina Alies
(She was a sincere & serious practitioner from Germany who was Robert Stooss’ girlfriend & was one of my trainees at TG.)
138) Birgit Boehmer (08/11/63) (P) High & Mighty - (W)Rabbit (C) 2 of Diamonds
(She was a strong physical woman & serious practitioner from Germany who was Josehine’s student & my trainees at TG.)
139) Fabienne Pignard-Marthod (09/28/71) (P) Social Climber - (M)Boar (C) 9 of Hearts
(She was a delightful, colorful woman & serious practitioner from France who I always had a lot of fun with during her instructor
training & translating in MC Paris WS. She also translated 4 levels in French. She is still going strong in Paris.)
140) Marc Frejacques (08/11/58) (P) Stout Hearted Man - (E)Dog (C) 2 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Paris who was MC organizer there & one of my trainees at TG.)
141) Sabastion Bagon (08/01/72) (P) High & Mighty - (W)Rat (C) Queen of Diamonds
(He was a curious & complicated serious practitioner from France who was Fabienne’s boyfriend & my trainee at TG.)
142) Salvador March (06/01/54) (P) Whirling Dervish - (Wo)Horse (C) 3 of Spades
(He was a dedicated, friendly but serious practitioner from England who was my personal student & my trainee at TG.)

143) Jetta Moeller
(She was a strong woman & serious practitioner from Finland who was one of my trainees at TG before she disappeared.)

144) Katrien Laurens
(She was an intelligent woman & serious practitioner from Belgium who was Dirk Oellibrandt’s partner & wife in his Belgium Center
that hosted MC WS where we stayed drinking their ale & was one of my trainees at TG before they disappeared.)

145) Martin Rebry
(He was a dedicated, strong, serious practitioner from Austria who bought a TG condo & one of my trainees at TG.)
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146) Michael Foss (06/09/53) (P) Troublemaker - (W)Snake (C) 10 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from CA who later came to MC Portland WS & one of my trainees at TG.)

147) David de Wulf
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner & doctor from Germany who was one of my trainees at TG.)
148) Dan Auerbach (12/23/56) (P) Socialite - (F)Monkey (C) 8 of Hearts
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from CA who had an enthusiasm for the Tao & one of my trainees at TG.)
149) Peter Kurg (09/20/61) (P) Scientist - (M)Buffalo (C) 4 of Clubs
st
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Australia who did a very audio series MC & 1 level practices having an
enthusiasm for the Tao & one of my trainees at TG but eventually disappeared.)
150) Gary James (08/16/63) (P) Stout Hearted Man - (W)Rabbit (C) 10 of Clubs
(He was a bright, dedicated Aussy Taoist daily practitioner who was sincere & understanding.)
151) Sol Thomas (07/14/65) (P) Zealot - (Wo)Snake (C) Ace of Diamonds
st
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Australia who did a very audio series MC & 1 level practices having an
enthusiasm for the Tao & one of my trainees at TG who did my original LT book artwork but eventually disappeared.)
152) Muriel Kirton (07/04/50) (P) Great Pretender - (M)Tiger (C) Jack of Diamonds
(She was a sincere, serious practitioner & a Tiger Lady from England who had affair with Rene Navarro against my advise but she
needed to suffer & did for 2 years. She also one of my trainees at TG.)
153) Dimitry Smirnov (11/22/64) (P) Sleuth - (Wo)Dragon (C) Jack of Hearts
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Russia who kept coming back to TG & finally became one of my trainees at TG
being a student of Serguays but eventually disappeared back to Moscow.)

154) Andrey Shakhov
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Russia who was Serguay’s translator & finally became one of my trainees at TG
after I taught him in my Moscow WS. He started his own UHT Center breaking away from Serguay but eventually disappeared
moving into a religious group back in Moscow.)

155) Yuri Leonchuk
(He was a crazy Russian who came over with Serguay years later after my Moscow WS & became one of my trainees at TG
staying in my T-4 basement & traveling around Thailand after the women but eventually disappeared.)

156) Valery Shemarin

st

(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Australia who did a very audio series MC & 1 level practices having an
enthuasism for the Tao & one of my trainees at TG but eventually disappeared.)

157) Takako Kogiso
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Russia (policeman) who I trained at my Moscow WS in Tai Chi & later became one
of my trainees at TG but eventually disappeared.)

158) Perlin Turgay
(She was one nutty gal from Turkey who somehow talk us in to doing a MC WS in Turkey after becoming one of my trainees at TG
but she eventually disappeared having problems with her mother’s death.)

159) John Stewart
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Australia who was one of my trainees at TG but eventually disappeared.)

160) Richard Boistad
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from New Zealand (holistic doctor) who was one of my trainees at TG.

161) Maurice Benhamou
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from France who is the organizer for the Paris MC WS & was my trainees at TG.)

162) Erika Beucker
(She was a real pain in the ass but serious practitioner from Germany who I sold her a TG condo & my trainees at TG.)

163) Allam Iman
(She was a gentle, sincere & serious practitioner from Germany who was one of my trainees at TG before she disappeared.)

164) Massimo Di Crose
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Italy who had an enthuasism for the Tao & one of my trainees at TG.)

165) Cedric Randolph
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Italy who fun to be around & one of my trainees at TG but disappeared.)

166) Fredrik Kent (Swedish)
(He was a Clever, dedicated & serious practitioner from Sweden who put on Stockholm MC WS & one of my trainees at TG.)

Daniel “Doki” Taillefer
(He was great fun (Oki Doki) & a dedicated, serious practitioner from Montreal who was my trainee at TG but disappeared.)

168) Scott Hamilton
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from CA who helped us with TG cleansing & my trainee at TG but disappeared.)

169) Jan Lorck-Schierning
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167)

(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Germany living CO who had an outer body experience like me at the same time in
a GrKL HT Summer Retreat (1987) & friend with Michael Hamilton but eventually disappeared.)

170) Joyce Lee
(She was a kind, sincere & serious practitioner from Hawaii living in Illinois & was one of my trainees at TG.)

171) Faye Stone
(She was a witch but serious practitioner from Australia & was the only instructor to get excommunicated from the UHT system
because she was practice Black Magic & killed someone plus she was one of my trainees at TG.)

172) Patrick Heckelmann
(He was a fun, dedicated & serious practitioner from Italy who started a successful business in China after being one of my trainees
at TG but eventually disappeared.)
173) Colin Campbell (09/10/44) (P) Wallflower - (Wo)Monkey (C) Ace of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from VT who bought a condo from me & helped with the UTP editing many books but he
married Marina with 10 children & caused big problems living at TG before building as home outside of TG & one of my trainees at
TG but eventually disappeared teaching in VT with Marina after having another child.)
174) Marina Dadacheva (06/05/51) (P) Whirling Dervish - (M)Rabbit (C) Queen of Diamonds
(She was a crazy, possessive woman but serious practitioner & healer from Russia with 11 children who married Colin Campbell at
TG (I did the ceremony) & was one of my trainees at TG.)
175) Sarina Stone (04/24/65) (P) Reformer - (Wo)Snake (C) 10 of Clubs
(She was a charming snake lady who danced her around the certifications but was sincere who truly tried to help spreading the Tao
& UHT system with video development & children’s book. I taught her the fusion practice, which impressed her.)
176) Jannie Chew (09/01/37) (P) Tranquilizer - (F)Buffalo (C) 10 of Diamonds
(She was a tough, sincere & serious Chinese practitioner (colon therapist) from Malaysia who sponsored my Malaysia WS & was
one of my trainees at TG but eventually disappeared.)
177) Joel Miller (05/15/50) (P) Rock of Gibraltar - (M)Tiger (C) 4 of Diamonds
(He was a crazy Tiger but dedicated & serious practitioner & starving artist from NYC (Jewish) living Japan as English teacher who
was my personal Tai Chi student (nightmare) & one of my trainees at TG but stays in touch over the years.)
178) Kimiko Miller (03/04/55) (P) Settler - (Wo)Ram (C) 6 of Spades
(She was a sincere & supportive practitioner from Japan with her husband, Joel who was one of my trainees at TG.)

179) Johan Naude
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from South Africa & one of my trainees at TG but eventually disappeared.)

180) River Rosethal (04/01/50) (P) Faultfinder - (M)Tiger (C) 7 of Spades
(He was a dedicated & serious poet practitioner from South Africa & one of my trainees at TG but eventually disappeared.)
181) Dean Jones (05/21/67) (P) Pessimist - (F)Ram (C) Jack of Clubs
(He was a friendly, dedicated, serious practitioner from South Africa who was my trainee at TG but eventually disappeared.)
182) Admai El Tobgy (03/04/59) (P) Cynic - (W)Boar (C) 6 of Spades
(He was a clever, squeaky Arab but serious practitioner from Cairo who had MC in a lot business scams (healing machines with
free stay at TG & one of my trainees at TG but eventually disappeared.)
183) Enrique Topete (11/29/58) (P) Deep Thinker - (E)Dog (C) 4 of Hearts
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from MX who was my personal Tai Chi & condo owner & one of my trainees at TG. He
went to India becoming a yogi studying with other masters eventually disappeared after selling his TG unit.)
184) Phil Belzunce (02/05/43) (P) Confessor - (W)Ram (C) 7 of Spades
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner (psychologist) from Philippines (suffered torture by their government) living in Cleveland
with his wife, Lalei who was one of my trainees at TG but eventually disappeared.)
185) Lalei Gutierrez (04/06/43) (P) Fortune Hunter - (W)Ram (C) 2 of Spades
(She was a dedicated & serious practitioner (psychologist) from Philippines living in Cleveland with his wife, Lalei who was one of
my trainees at TG. She later got involve with Goji Network Marketing Co. but eventually disappeared.)
186) Nadia Gottfert (08/10/76) (P) Charmer - (F)Dragon (C) 3 of Diamonds
(She was a sincere & serious practitioner & doctor from South Africa who tried to have an affair with me but I back off because she
was living in South Africa, unattractive & no breasts but entertaining so it was not worth it & she disappeared.)
187) Mary Beth Soares (01/07/51) (P) Sage - (M)Tiger (C) 7 of Spades
(She was a dedicated & serious practitioner from New England & my Tiger sister that enjoyed a lot of laughs over the years.) 188)
Ute Rothfuss (09/07/56) (P) Tranquilizer - (F)Monkey (C) 4 of Diamonds
(She was a dedicated, disciplined, inspiring & serious practitioner from Germany who loved me beyond my imagination. I personally
trained her in every aspect of the Tao but she trained with a real Japanese Taoist master for 10 years before & it showed. I am
very happy & pleased that she is still communicating with me after our break & marrying.)
189) Bob McKee (03/07/32-6/14/07) (P) Mystic - (W)Monkey (C) 3 of Spades
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(He was a great friend (born on my mother’s birthday) & serious practitioner from CA who supported me in my move back to the
states as I stayed with me for 6 weeks but for some reason I do not know he turned on me (Monkey) & we separated ways. He
married his trailer trash girlfriend (SF sex hookup) & died 5 years later (brain tumor) as she took all his estate.)
190) Joe Harmon (04/10/43 (P) Cowardly Lion - (W)Ram (C) Jack of Diamonds
(He was a loyal practitioner & dentist from Alaska (Jewish) who sponsored MC Alaska WS & later Sak’s salmon fishing after redid
my teeth in all porcelain (mistake) & bought a condo. He is fun & millionaire who talks about but won’t buy you dinner.
191) Lydia Harmon (11/17/42) (P) Extremist - (W)Horse (C) 3 of Clubs
(She was a funny, psychic & serious practitioner from Switzerland living in Alaska with her unfaithful husband, Dr. Joe who was
one of my trainees at TG & friends with my Tiger buddy, Laurens Vehmeijer.)
192) Tina Harmon (12/14/80) (P) Poet - (M)Monkey (C) 4 of Clubs
(She was a very active, restless, serious practitioner from Alaska & daughter of Joe & Lydia who had a troubled childhood but now
is a very successful holistic healer after years of training & was one of my trainees at TG.)
193) Saida Elizabeth Desilets (09/20/73) (P) Wallflower - (W)Buffalo (C) 4 of Clubs
(She was a determined, relentless bitch but serious practitioner & belly dancer from CA who wanted the alpha male at TG &
eventually got him (JAW) but not without fight. I thought we could teach & tour together but discarded me & later became a
women’s sex book author & lecturer marrying one of my student, Mark Ghazal (it will never work) living Hawaii.)
194) Stephen Epis (05/21/76) (P) Shrinking Violet - (F)Dragon (C) Jack of Clubs
(He was a great guy just misguided &dedicated, serious practitioner from Australia who work at TG but had trouble fit into
environment & one of my trainees at TG but eventually disappeared.)
195) Mountain Livingston (03/27/77) (P) Cowardly Lion - (F)Snake (C) 9 of Clubs
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Portland who I befriended trusting with my new car (1998 Jimmy) over winter
season after he stay with me on my mountain during my 40 day fast & he totaled it (I lost $12,000) later saying he would pay me
back but never did. He would not even help me when I moved to Portland & moved to CO to live off his girlfriend. Later he moved
to CA to live off B.K. Frances & his Taoist system (good luck doing that).
196) Bob Doughton (04/08/34 (P) Pioneer - (Wo)Dog (C) King of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from Portland who became my student (he tries to do the practice) that befriended &
st
rented from him & his wife, Carolyn for the 1 6 months of my return to the states. They were very kind to me as I needed the time
to get reestablished which I did with a car & rental income property. They helped me MC Portland WS every year.)
197) Carolyn Doughton (10/03/32) (P) Libertarian - (W)Monkey (C) 6 of Diamonds
(She was a fun, energetic, psychic practitioner from Portland with Bob who I see a few times a year (MC WS & lunch).
198) Mark Ghazal (06/12/76) (P) Politician - (F)Dragon (C) 5 of Diamonds
(He was a dedicated & serious practitioner from NYC living in Hawaii with his wife, Saida. I met him at TG playing basketball
(beating him with spectacular shoot) & he later came to my mountain to work & train (Tai Chi cert.) before disappearing.)
199) Rob Rolfe (08/14/47) (P) Peacock - Boar (C) Queen of Clubs
(He traveled to Thailand over the years for girlfriends & becoming a UHT instructor in the process. He was from Portland & would
come over to talk but never did any private sessions because he never wanted to pay for the training.)
200) Mita (Danielle) Fennell (04/01/56) (P) Curiouser - (F)Monkey (C) 7 of Spades
(I met her at TG & she later took from me Tai Chi sessions getting her certification. She was attractive when I met her but went to
work Nike to support her son & put on 30 lbs but we also got together after one kiss (she was too old & connected to her son). She
later set up MC lecture at Nike during his Portland trip that was a disaster with only 20 people.)
201) Jenny Sullivan (11/15/74) (P) Forerunner - (Wo)Tiger (C) 5 of Clubs
(I taught her in my early days in Roseburg & she keeps coming back for instruction eventually becoming an instructor. She is a real
Tiger Lady (Hippy Type from Eugene) as she once called me her stripper job earning money to raise her daughter. She recently
showed up again in Portland & took CNT training with me then oddly went to prison for what I do not know.)
202) Daniel Du Toit (02/04/78) (P) Trend Setter - (E)Snake (C) 8 of Spades
(I met him at TG dining hall in conversation & he recognized my voice from his online Tp CDs that got him to become an instructor.
We were instinct friends as I gave him my LT book & helped him with his Tai Chi certificate, which I got for him 6 months later. We
further set up training on the mountain for 2009. He is a big, good looking, curious South African who loves the Tao & who wants to
do the higher level practices in the cave.)

The Professor’s Personal Students (58): (1st Student (10/31/89)
1) Reginald Alsbrook (8/16/50) (P) Crowd Pleaser - (M)Tiger (C) 10 of Clubs
st

st

(He was my very 1 paying student as put on my 1 workshop (never to it again learning my lesson) he was the only one who show
up. So I was so excited that he came & taught him everything I knew about the Tao & only taught one on one locally with about 20
teaching trips on my own & over 350 workshops on Mantak Chia World Tour for 6 years.)
2) Robert Allen Zuraw (11/9/41-12/14/06) (P) Magnet - (M)Snake (C) Jack of Clubs
st
(He was the reason I got into the Tao & a dear friend who I taught the 1 2 levels of the UHT System to him before I left for
Thailand in 1994. He lived another 12 years as a practicing Taoist & I visited him about 15 times during that time which he taught
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me the Shaun Chi Kung System (2 Levels of simple Chi Kung) but in the end he failed to discipline in his diet
(junk food) &
never did any colonics which he die of colonic & liver cancer. I miss him as a kind friend & fellow Taoist.)
3) Bob Thomas Lewanski (12/5/44) (P) Show Off - (Wo)Monkey (C) King of Clubs
(He is the monkey who always was ready for action writing & publishing the Healthforce book, massage, teaching, house cleaning
& home potlucks. I enjoyed his company & enthusiasm in doing projects but no interest in down time with him. )
4) Michael Bolus (10/16/52) (P) Social Butterfly - (W)Dragon (C) 6 of Clubs
(I met him early in my Taoist practice through the Bobs with another chi kung master (China Trip) then later he connected with me
when convinced him to moved to Oregon (Eugene) but never taught him any of the UHT practices as he was involved with his own
Taoist practices & telephone psychic healing then disappeared.)
5) Charles Morris (02/05/50) (P) Analyst - (E)Buffalo (C) 7 of Spades
(He was a wonderful man who was the best priest I ever met (memorized his gospels & delivered them as a play) who ask me to
write a book on my Taoist understandings. I said I would if he would transcript my audio into a book. I did & my book series started.
He loved to learn the practices but never had the discipline to practice them daily but good friend.)

6) Barbara Fritz
(She was a dedicated student who was sincere about the practices only lacking the discipline with serious health problems because
all her earlier misguided medical operations.)

7) Jim Fritz
(Jim was Barbara’s husband who was dedicated to Barbara & not the Tao so just tagged all long to support her.)

8) Diane Fontaine (07/09/53) (P) Antenna - (W)Snake (C) 6 of Diamonds
(She was very enthusiastic about her daily practices & I taught a group at Montreal home. She has kept in touch over the years
going the last NY Summer Retreat & visited me in the dark at the Tao Garden Darkness when she was there.)
9) Gillis Hamel (08/28/47) (P) Scientist - (F)Boar (C) Jack of Hearts
(He was a crazy guy who was totally dedicated to the Taoist practices & his training even though he was gay & had some very
unusual adventures & activities.)
10) Bob Blaber (11/6/51) (P) Guru - (M)Rabbit (C) Ace of Diamonds
(He is my old HC Freshmen roommate who saw me evolve from alcoholism, business, health to the Tao, teaching & writing. I
taught him the Inner Smile with his wife, Sandy & loves my books supporting me in every way.)
11) Sandra Blaber (09/11/46) (P) Good Samaritan - (F)Dog (C) King of Clubs
(She was always in love & very supportive but wise with Bob looking for self improvement as well.)
12) Mary Jane Chilton (1959) (P) - (E)Boar
(She just wanted to be with me trying to enter my life in the Tao with training & Summer Retreat but wanted me. I did not quite buy
it as she never did the practice or follow anything with any discipline but she was the best piece of ass I ever had.)
13) Frederic Drion (03/21/36) (P) Visionary - (F)Rat (C) 2 of Diamonds
(He was a great fun loving guy who was rich in life & business (Multi-Millionaire) who loved to draw strange paints.)
14) Guido Steiger (04/16/36) (P) Pioneer - (F)Rat (C) 5 of Diamonds
(He was one of my favorite friends with a warm, fun loving heart & a dedicated Taoist who liked the ladies.)
15) Alessando Maturo (01/03/75) (P) Socialite - (Wo)Tiger (C) Jack of Spades
(He was a serious student & person who wanted everything his way & was quite disappointment if it was not.)
16) William Borea (11/04/62) (P) Guru - (W)Tiger (C) 3 of Diamonds
(He was a big fun loving Tiger who was involved with a Taoist Instructor, Sarina Stone (5 years) & helped me with a workshop in
MN but not a practitioner after coming to TG for a video shoot.)
17) William (Bala) Evans (02/03/57) (P) Confessor - (F)Rooster (C) 9 of Spades
(This guy is a trip (The Chicken Man) who I first met at a NY MC Summer Retreat that I forgot about then I called him indirectly
about OR mountain property. I traveled with him on my 1994 West Coast trip with Felix which I put down a deposit on 1 of his
properties (20 acres) as he did for TG T-3 then he disappeared for 3 years. We later connected after we cleaned up everything &
he took one of my workshops then. We remained friends ever in any business though & he came to finally visit me at TG (2 days)
& owns land in southern Thai & India. He was never a serious Taoist practitioner.)
18) Mike (Parem) Ellis (04/30/51) (P) Shrinking Violet - (M)Rabbit (C) 4 of Clubs
(He is a friend who was very kind to me & helped me when he could but was still too involved with Krisha (Hiri) for a Taoist path.
He & his family always showed me a lot of respect but kept his distance, I think because of his basement farming.)
19) Karen Ellis (1952) (P) - (W)Dragon
(She was a close friend & ally when I first lived in the area on the mountain but she moved with her family to Bend & the closest left
as she began her college art-teaching career.)
20) Chris Bock (1950) (P) - (M)Tiger
(I really loved this guy but he was one wild Tiger (impregnating women wherever he went) who was into health & all new age
system of healing but never a serious practitioner who did visit me at TG before he die in a car accident (drunk).)
21) Petra Bock (1961) (P) - (M)Buffalo
(She was one tough ruthless German gal who went to any extent to get her way & definitely not a Taoist practitioner.)
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22) Rashaman
(He was a quiet, pleasant who made herbal remedies with honey but never a serious Taoist practitioner.)
23) Dave Hopper (1945) (P) - (Wo)Rooster
(He was a serious student & found my mountain land but I lost my mountain money ($50,000) trying to invest it in his offshore
funds. He & my money disappeared after about 2 years as he was helping prisoners as a practicing Buddhist.)
24) James Wolfe (12/16/45) (P) Guilty Conscience - (Wo)Rooster (C) 2 of Clubs
(I met him at TG who a character with all his music, art & real estate businesses & activates outside of Seattle, WA & Hawaii. He
help me set up & record my Taoist books & practices on CDs. He is real ladies man & fun buddy.)
25) Bernie Gilreath (12/17/30 (P) Crusader - (M)Horse (C) Ace of Clubs
(He is my old running buddy who helped me in my auto days & then in OR real estate. He came to MC Portland WS & Tao Garden
(2008). He is a great supporter & friend who I share free spirited books with him to my surprise.)
26) Daniel Dubie (03/17/50) (P) Mystic - (M)Tiger (C) 6 of Diamonds
(He was your classic Tiger bouncing in all directions while jingling 3 different lives. I enjoyed his company but never got caught in
his whirlwind life (Guru, CNT Producer, Real Estate Developer). He helped me out by buying my remaining things ($4,500) when I
left TG before he was shot to death (2005) by his ex-friend who was the mother of 4 of his children.)
27) Tim Woodfin (4/26/58) (P) Entertainer - (E)Dog (C) 8 of Clubs
(I taught him the Taoist Higher Level practices which he does in the Ladies Restroom at work (his father’s Oil Refining Storage
Company) & stay with him during my Portland travels before I moved to OR. He was the complete procrastinator who out of the
blue flew to China & married a Chinese woman (Ming the Dragon Lady) with a daughter, Dory. That lasted about 4 years after she
got her US Passport, US job & a $100,000 payoff. He is a serious practitioner, as I would go over his house & meditate with him in
basement cave. He wants to retire to Asia (Saks) but will not make a move.)
28) Gary Anderson (04/20/70) (P) Rebel without a Cause - (M)Dog (C) Ace of Diamonds
(He is a dedicated Taoist practitioner, computer analyst & environmental that I trained in Seattle (Microcosmic & Fusions) with his
wife then later on my mountain (Tai Chi) driving down in cooking oil burning car before he disappeared.)
29) Lou Bilancia (03/24/54) (P) Curiouser & Curiouser - (Wo)Horse (C) Queen of Clubs
(He was my Oregon computer guy who learned the practices with his wife in exchange for his computer assistance who does his
practice but it is not 1st on his daily to do list. He is a great guy & has a patient clear understanding of me.)
30) Tatiana Bilancia (12/19/53)(P) Blithe Spirit - (W)Snake (C) Queen of Hearts
rd
(She is from Russia with 2 grown sons after 20 years in the states married Lou (3 marriage) from Online Harmony & studied the
Tao because of Lou but lacks the interest & discipline to do the daily practice.)
31) Monk Webley (07/17/77) (P) Protectors - (F)Snake (C) Jack of Clubs
(He was a dear friend that I shared a lot with coming to Portland as well as teaching him the Tao going to several trips to the
mountain that he loved to trip into Portland before he left for San Jose, CA. I miss his company.)
32) Shasha Webley (07/17/77) (P) Protectors - (F)Snake (C) Jack of Clubs
(He is Monk’s twin who worked on the mountain for 2 days before going crazy because of the work & poison oak but turned out to
be ok while I taught the Tao. He also moved down to CA with his brother.)
33) Demi Moore (11/11/62) (P) Leader - (W)Tiger (C) 9 of Clubs
(This was an interesting trip with Monk to Idaho to a group with a woman masseur who massaged Demi & set up a private ($500)
teaching session at her compound. I went here twice & waited there 2 hours before she was ready for the lessons. She was a little
woman (Tiny Tiger Lady) who looked her age under the makeup with fake & breasts as I taught her a short version of UHT Living
Tao & CNT also selling her my books. She was friendly, alert & receptive (drink a lot of Red Bull-she said it was better than booze
& smoked) but living a scatter life (Hollywood in Sun Valley, ID) never did the practices.)
34) Andre Bourque (05/21/72) (P) Nitpicker - (W)Rat (C) Jack of Clubs
st
(He was fellow student at Landmark & a recovering alcoholic who took the 1 UHT Level then moved back to CA. He was a good
guy but lacked the discipline to do the daily practice who still living in the past.)
35) Max Campos (08/15/83) (P) Opportunist - (W)Boar (C) Jack of Clubs
(This guy was a piece of work with his Spanish background & family that I taught in LA on business seminar then moved to my
house (shed) for a day to continue his studies but left because he was homesick & isolated.)
36) Adam Aron (12/08/82) (P) Worldly Wise - (W)Dog (C) 10 of Clubs
(He was stubborn, arrogant & stupid young kid but he wanted to have me teach him the Tao so he moved from Missouri to my
nd
house & we never got passed the 2 level because he got involved with the FX trading & went in other directions before he moved
back to MO to go back to mummy so she could take care of him.)
37) Rob Bellin (11/03/46) (P) Sponge - (Wo)Dog (C) 4 of Diamonds
(He studied with me for a short period of time in the beginning of my Portland move.)
38) John Bartels (07/27/38) (P) Charmer - (E)Tiger (C) Ace of Clubs
(He was a real Tiger but slowed down after several heart operations after years working as a political organizer. We had a lot fun
on trips with his daughter & studying together on various business deals before he disappeared.)
39) Daniel Espiritu (7/10/77) (P) Well Stocked Cupboard - (F)Snake (C) 5 of Diamonds
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(He is the Snake Man who studies with me & introduced me to Neahkahnie Mountain & beach with his family along with several
trips to the mountain before he ran out of job after becoming an acupuncturist in Portland.)
40) Ted Ross (10/24/53) (P) Salesman - (W)Snake (C) Jack of Hearts
(He is my main man (brother in law) that I share a common connection with family, business & life in general who has supported
me by his presence & understanding. We have a lot of laughs together with along history with Colorcorp & TG.)
41) Steve Herrington (1972) (P) - (W)Rat (C)
(He was a curious, clever, frugal artist who did my LT artwork for his Taoist training living a Portland basement. He was an
absentminded who never finish his training credit but does call me periodically to hear my voice & to check on my activities.)
42) Bruce Zagor (10/13/48) (P) Martyr - (E)Rat (C) 9 of Clubs
(He was an angry guy who can live on nothing (true Taoist) who was very curious & knowledge that I spend a lot of time with on
walks, trips & watching sports when he lived in my OR house. I meet him through the Bob’s & lived in my MI house too.)
43) James Atwood (08/10/47) (P) Con Man - (F)Boar (C) 3 of Diamonds
(He is your classic Boar Man (Loves to live for the life & all its pleasures) who is great conversationalist with great wit,
understanding & wisdom. He is a joy to be with & we meet 2-3 times a month to practice & talk on his dime.
44) Kay Slick (06/12/50) (P) Troublemaker - (M)Tiger (C) 5 of Diamonds
(She is the Tiger who is my colon therapist & medicinal consultant who studied the Inner Smile with me but lacks the discipline to
do the practices. She is very entertaining to be with as a Tiger Lady in how she deals with life.)
45) Cliff Puterbaugh (11/02/62) (P) Power Seeker - (W)Tiger (C) 5 of Diamonds
(He was interested in the Tao & bought some book & gave him astrology readings fro his family then disappeared.)
46) Julie Odell (12/26/57) (P) Wizard of Oz - (F)Rooster (C) 5 of Hearts
(She was a very independent women & a serious UHT practitioner raising 2 fatherless daughters on her own. She went to my
mountain several times (she drove) & was pleasant & intelligent company.)
47) Lori Pinkleton (5/30/60) (P) Ham - Rat (C) 2 of Clubs
(She was a student of mine in MI & later got in contact with me while I was in OR to teach her & her boyfriend the Healing Love
practices which I did when I was visiting in Detroit then she disappeared.)
48) Nataliya Makarenko (01/23/73) (P) Idealist - (W)Rat (C) 4 of Diamonds
(She heard about MC & the Tao & wanted to study it so she, Russian contacted me & I taught her & her husband. She was
pleasant, attractive & curious but she had higher priorities than the Tao control her husband to practice it.)
49) Mohammad Makarenko (01/27/74) (P) Puzzle - (Wo)Tiger (C) King of Clubs
(Mo is a rich Moslem living in a wealthy mansion in WA who is interested in the Tao through his wife who got him to pay for 2 series
of lessons at his home. They both lacked the discipline to practice the Tao & disappeared after 9 months.)
50) Matthew Koren (02/04/85) (P) Puzzle - (Wo)Rat (C) 8 of Spades
(This a young student from Reed College who is trying to go into the real estate business. He studied with me for a year & I had
him do some editing for me receiving credits for the UHT Thailand training certification then he disappeared.)
51) Roy Umpuch (07/07/44) (P) Zealot - (Wo)Monkey (C) 8 of Diamonds
(This is a Thai guy who is building a mountain retreat center in northern Thailand for higher level practices after working in the
states for 30 years in Texas. He wants to sell his units to raise money to build it after studying at TG.)
52) Nick Wallace (09/17/60) (P) Clark Kent - (M)Rat (C) 7 of Clubs
(Crazy Nick is a very intense computer analyst who popped & is controlled by the state of OR (his employer) with drugs &
regulations going in & out of the mental state institutions. I did manage to teach him the Tao before he disappeared.)
53) Ken Richardson (10/25/47) (P) Sponge - (F)Boar (C) 10 of Hearts
(He is a wacky Canadian who is trying to improve his health through the Tao.)
54) Carmen Cornielle (5/30/59) (P) Split Personality - (E)Boar (C) 2 of Clubs
(She is a friendly curious student who is trying to integrate the Taoist practices in her horse riding business.)
55) Hilary Sayles (06/30/40) (P) Well Stocked Cupboard - (M)Dragon (C) King of Hearts
(She is a very articulate Taoist practitioner who is very ill with a lot TG Spa therapies who is part owner of T11 as a gift.)
56) Campbell Walker (09/08/60) (P) Wallflower - (M)Rat (C) 3 of Diamonds
(He is an interesting guy who would to learn the higher level practices so I taught them to him & inner structure Iron Shirt. He lives
in Ireland as a stock investor who is looking for inner peace & enlightenment.)
57) Randi Brockmann (09/20/52) (P) Tranquilizer - (W)Dragon (C) 4 of Clubs
(She is serious & dedicated Taoist practitioner who studies with Master Li & Master Chia who is concern for quiet, peaceful
environment for her Taoist practices & that is why she bought BB2 at Sak’s Bamboo Bungalows.)
58) Harris Soofi (02/05/77) (P) Stiff Upper Lip - (F)Snake (C) 7 of Spades
(He is a real serious military guy who start in marital arts 20 years ago & is not satisfied with results who is looking for the inner
structure-a last the Professor when the student is ready the teacher will appear.)
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